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❭❭Keeping in Touch
Very Busy and Very ProduCtIVe

2
By Christine Swenor
President, MISA Ontario

016 Is an exciting year for mIsa

Board and you will hear more from them over

ontario. last fall, the Board

the coming months.

launched the 2015–2019 strategic
Plan (read it online at http://bit.

our volunteer community is the engine of

the making and would not have been pos-

mIsa ontario. We value the dedication of

sible without the active engagement of our

everyone who donates their time, energy, and

volunteers and members who participated

passion to bettering mIsa ontario. Previously,

in our surveys, interviews, and workshops.

a number of volunteers were involved in mul-

I am very grateful for everyone’s participation.

tiple special interest groups (sIGs). over time

In the last issue of Municipal Interface,

this energy has shifted and these communities

we gave a high-level overview of the five-year

have evolved into informal working groups.

strategic Plan. at its core, the strategy focuses

the Board encourages this change as it better

on three areas:

supports the fast pace of technology change

1. networking and Communities

and allows the members to discuss relevant

2. events and Professional development

topics as they arise. mIsa ontario also has a

3. shared Knowledge—resources + toolkits

number of standing Committees of the Board.

after the launch of the strategic plan, the

a recent review resulted in a more streamlined

board developed an action plan (which may

❭
6

Committee Structure Review

ly/1qy10gl]. this plan was nine months in

structure as seen in the table on next page.

be viewed at http://bit.ly/1rIegny) with

If you are interested in participating in one

specific initiatives to support the three pri-

or more of these Committees or would like

mary goals. We are pleased to report the fol-

to start an informal working group, please

lowing progress:

contact mIsa ontario’s Community manager
Jacqueline o’hara for more information.

Networking and Communities

our volunteer community is the engine of mIsa
ontario.

Jacqueline o’hara and lesley spencer-

Events and
Professional Development

Cooper joined mIsa ontario on march 7.

Spring Conference

lesley is our new part-time event Planner

member feedback year after year has empha-

who has already immersed herself into this

sized that one of the most important benefits

year’s annual Conference. she brings a wealth

mIsa ontario provides is our events. With

of knowledge in event management and is a

this in mind, we decided to launch a third

fantastic asset to mIsa ontario. Jacqueline

event this year to provide additional profes-

is our new full-time Community manager. her

sional development opportunities to the mem-

responsibilities will be to foster a community

bership. We had originally planned to launch

of collaboration among members, communi-

this event in march but unfortunately due to

cate new opportunities and benefits of mIsa

timing, this event has been postponed. thanks

ontario, assist with membership inquiries

to our partner community for their enthusiastic

and provide support to the executive director.

support of this initiative. We will re-evaluate

We are very excited to have both of them on

opportunities to hold this event in future.

MISA Ontario has New Staff

Municipal interface | Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.

Current
Committee

Proposed
Committee

Role

Communications
& Web

Communications
& digital services

develop and implement a multi-channel communications strategy by leveraging
social media & technology to optimize the engagement of members.

member services

member services
& Benefits

Identify and implement programs, services & benefits that are
relevant to members and demonstrate a strong value proposition.

Finance & audit

*executive
Committee
assumes role

oversee the ongoing financial well-being of the association by developing a
long-term financial strategy. Provide regular financial updates, recommendations
related to investments and the development of yearly budgets & forecasts. Provide
advice and direction to strategic related activities prior to board consideration.

awards &
nominations

elections & awards

oversee the bi-annual election process (and ad hoc elections
as required). Promote and oversee the annual awards initiative
and any potential scholarship/bursary initiatives.

events

events

Work with various host committees, mIsa ontario's event coordinator and ed,
to plan and deliver conferences & regional events throughout the calendar year.

Shared Knowledge

ISF Membership Review

MISA Ontario Conference

Technology Directory

For a number of years, mIsa ontario has

Operating Manual

mIsa ontario has partnered with our

had a membership with Information security

the annual Conference and tradeshow is our

colleagues in new Zealand (alGIm) to

Forum (IsF) which provided a security

flagship event and we strive to deliver a high

develop a technology directory that will

resource to all members. With an annual cost

quality and professional event that our mem-

allow member municipalities to understand

in excess of $30,000, the mIsa ontario board

bers value. We recognize the amount of effort

what technologies are being used to support

felt that it was prudent to review the cost of

that is required to plan and execute an event of

various business functions in other munici-

the membership against the long-term value.

this scale. to assist our conference hosts, the

palities. the goal is to develop a directory

Following consultation with our members, we

events Committee has drafted a Conference

application which mIsa members can easily

determined that only three or four municipal-

manual that will assist with the planning and

maintain and use to gain information about

ities used the service on a regular basis. our

delivery of the annual Conference from start

other technologies that are in use. In an effort

research also revealed that other reputable

to finish. additionally, our new event Planner

to jump start the data collection process,

security resources are available and being

lesley spencer-Cooper will provide leader-

two surveys were circulated to the member-

used by municipalities. therefore, the Board

ship and support to our local hosts.

ship. a third survey will also be distributed

decided not to renew our membership with

the past year has been very busy but also

shortly. our goal is to launch the application

IsF in 2016. We are now focusing on build-

very productive. We have accomplished a lot

this summer.

ing stronger relationships with the Canadian

and we truly appreciate your assistance and

a special thanks to harry turnbull and

Cyber Incident report Center (CCIrC), a

your input. We have more good work planned

the members services Committee along with

federal agency, and the Information systems

for the coming year, including a website update

alGIm for their leadership and collaboration

security association (Issa), based in the

and more on-line collaboration tools. once

in bringing this exciting initiative to life.

united states.

again, thank you for your ongoing support. ●
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❭❭Feature

COlOuR I.T.
t

YOuR WAY

he hIGhlIGht oF mIsa ontario’s year, the confer-

monday’s keynote speaker Cam Calkoen will excite and inspire

ence is an annual milestone of progress for municipal

the audience, gearing them up for delving into the afternoon ses-

It professionals and managers, and the companies that

sions. the themed streams of “Colour I.t. your Way”, “middle

work with them. Keynote speeches, workshop presenta-

management/Front lines” and “senior management” indicate that

tions and trade-show displays combine to illustrate the direction in

the conference will have value for all members of the municipal

which municipal technologies and strategies are headed.

I.t. team.

the 2015 conference, hosted by Grey County, takes place at the

8

mark your calendars for this not-to-be-missed event!

beautiful Blue mountain resort from June 5 to 8, 2016. delegates

For more information, visit www.misa-asim.ca and click the

will enjoy a day of golf or sightseeing in the picturesque town of

link to mIsa ontario or contact mIsa ontario’s event Planner,

the Blue mountains before sunday evening’s welcome reception.

lesley spencer-Cooper at lesley@misa.on.ca or 519-275-4950. ●
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❭❭Column
mIsa/asIm neWs
aCross Canada

Municipal CIO Summit
municipal It department leaders from
across Canada are invited to attend the 6th
annual mIsa/asIm Canada municipal

MISA Forum on LinkedIn

CIo summit June 8th to 10th.
the 2016 mCIo summit, to be held

members of mIsa BC, Prairies, ontario, atlantic and rImQ can now collaborate

at the beautiful Blue mountain resort,

on linkedIn. search “mIsa Forum” and request an invitation to expand discussions

in Collingwood, ontario, will continue to

with mIsa members from across the country.

provide an excellent opportunity for municipal It department leaders and leadership teams, an opportunity to collaborate

MISA/ASIM Canada Awards
mIsa/asIm Canada is now accepting submissions for the Peter Bennett and dennis
steen awards. For more information and the nomination forms go to www.misa-asim.ca
and click on the Peter Bennett award and dennis steen award pages.

and continue discussions on national
issues of common interest. sessions
will include:
• A Practical Approach to Strategic
thinking for CIos, presented by Kelvin
Cantafio, executive Partner, Gartner Inc.

5th Annual Summit on Enterprise
Mobility Canada
the enterprise mobility Canada summit is Canada’s largest gathering of senior
It executives with a mobile focus. this one-stop event is designed for CIos, Ctos
and senior It professionals looking to mobilize their organizations.
Gain practical strategies and guidance to:
• Reduce costs and improve worker productivity
• Gain buy-in for mobile programs

• Improving Services to Business, presented
by Corinne Charette, senior assistant
deputy minister, spectrum, Information
technologies and telecommunications,
Government of Canada
• Accelerating Transformation…with
data, presented by matthew mandich,
director, Commercial strategy, Infotech
• The Business Number, presented by
Corinne Charette, senior assistant

• Leverage IoT and cloud technology
• Create a roadmap for mobile technology roll-outs
• Gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace with mobile technology
If you are interested, you have two options to register. you can visit the request
updates page (http://bit.ly/22P7Q2p) and sign up to be informed when online registrations are open, or you can contact sandra doig by email at customercare@
strategyinstitute.com or by phone: 416-944-9200 ext. 200.
If you mention the mIsa15 code to her via email or phone you will receive
a 15% discount. the pricing information for the summit is available here:
http://www.mobileenterprisecanada.com/attending/pricing-information/

deputy minister, spectrum, Information
technologies and telecommunications,
Government of Canada
• Birds of a Feather Discussions
• Strategy Discussion in the ever-popular
“speed dating” style
For more information, visit
www.misa-asim.ca and click on
news & events.

●
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❭❭Feature

What to Look
IN YOuR ClOuD
CONTRACT:
PreParatory
ConsIderatIons
and due dIlIGenCe

By Lou Milrad, B.A., LL.B.
Public-Private Tech Alliances
Milrad Law

10
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t

hese days, GoVernments, in Canada and elsewhere (for example,

the “uK Government G-Cloud initiative”) are embracing a pay-as-you-go

for

framework for just about everything, from core business functions, including
It, to municipally specific processes.

municipalities, as part of their It procurement strategy, are gradually being requested

to embrace an “as-a-service” model, in replacement of what had become a relatively
standardized approach to purchasing and maintaining internally hosted applications.
the cloud, it seems, has evolved into the new business model, but let me explain.

The Cloud as a New Business Model for Traditional Service Providers
Cloud computing is the latest major evolution in computing. notwithstanding a continuing desire by many It departments to maintain the traditional internally controlled
server-based model, more and more of the traditional service providers are moving from
their traditional in-house server installed approach to a cloud-based model. at the same
time, It service providers are embracing this opportunity to generate a consistently
enhanced revenue stream. hence, a host of the traditional on-site server-based solutions is no longer available—these include both server licensing and renewal or other
continuation of traditional software and services support agreements. Cloud computing
has now arrived as the new reality in the world of local governments and their associated
agencies, boards and commissions.

A New Model and Associated Challenges: A Case Study or a Reality?
some municipalities across the country may have openly acknowledged the benefits
of a particular service provider’s municipally installed server-based product offering
as quite suitable for a particular function. In fact, some municipalities may have even
standardized operations on that particular product offering. however, let’s assume for the
moment, that the particular service provider may have made a business determination
to gradually abandon, over a one-year period, the traditional server-based licensing of
that application, and associated ongoing software support for that product. Consequently,
assume that after one year, that provider will no longer offer a support program to its
customer base. In replacement of the outdated applications support offerings, that
service provider has decided to now offer, to those same and other municipalities, a
cloud-based software-as-a-service (sass) solution. the challenge may well be that
those municipal customers may not yet have engaged (or, in fact, been authorized to
engage) in implementing cloud-based solutions.
the new reality in municipal It service offerings may well be cloud-based solutions based on monthly payments, rather than upfront capital costs and associated
monthly charges.
expect Council to be onside, particularly when they see the elimination of upfront
capital costs and equipment replenishment charges!
Preparatory Considerations: due diligence oversight, from inception, is essential once a municipality decides to investigate a cloud-based solution. hence, the due
istockphoto.com/akindo

diligence necessity has become somewhat broadened placing responsibility squarely
on municipal It staff and those included in the acquisition process.
Due Diligence Requirements: Given that there are a number of due diligence
investigatory and reporting requirements that need to be satisfied before entering into
a cloud contract, this article will deal with some of the key strategic elements that need
to be built-in to a best practices approach, namely:
Municipal interface | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | April 2016
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1. Checklists. assemble, categorize and make use of a relatively
comprehensive set of due diligence, cloud readiness, and cloud

b. statement of Work (soW),
c. service level agreements (sla’s),

procurement checklists. these constitute an absolute necessity,

• Service availability

particularly in the case of cloud services purchases that include an

• Performance and response time

array of multi-part agreements. Ideally, this process should start

• Error correction time

before issuing the rFP, but no later than preparing for contract

• Latency and customer compensation

negotiations. a Google search is a good place to start!

d. Professional services agreement,

once assembled, categorized and shortlisted, determination,
as to the extent that the supplier’s contract set complies with your

e. etc.
Figure 1 is intended to reflect a sample contracting scenario for
the provision of a cloud-based application. 3

municipality’s key and absolute requirements, must be reached.
2. Privacy & Security. the Information and Privacy Commissioner

5. Engagement of Municipal law Department. It is essential

of ontario just released in February 2016 a new guidance docu-

to engage your municipality’s law department, earlier, rather than

ment Thinking About Clouds? Privacy, security and compliance

later, in the process as they will need to understand thoroughly,

considerations for Ontario, public sector institutions,1 which offers

lead or assist in the negotiations and sign off on the final terms and

an excellent source and a must study for any municipality consid-

conditions acceptable to the municipality. also, consider which other

ering one or more cloud-based solutions.

departments need to be involved, such as, Information management.

the guide emphasizes Public sector responsibility for managing

6. Cloud Service level Agreements: Five Things to Watch
Out For4 . In a recent article, don sheppard, It management

personal information in a cloud environment:
“ontario public sector institutions have obligations

Consultant, has captured some of the key aspects of working with

to manage the personal information in their custody

service level agreements (slas):
It is not hard to run into significant complexities when working

and control in ways consistent with Part III of the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy

with cloud slas. here are five areas to watch out for:

Act (FIPPa) and Part II of the Municipal Freedom of

a. allocation of responsibilities — this can get quite complex in

Information and Protection of Privacy Act (mFIPPa)

a hybrid cloud scenario, for example, when services have split

(collectively, “the acts”) and their regulations.”

responsibilities; also, the terms can change whenever private

3. Information Governance. We live in a country that has estab-

clouds are being employed;

lished very specific data sovereignty guidelines. these require

b. sub-ordinate providers and multi-cloud solutions — some

particular types of data to be stored in Canada and that sometimes

cloud providers subcontract functions (such as the infrastruc-

expects the cloud provider company to be a domestic entity.

2

ture) to other cloud service providers; and, in cases such as

security-conscious verticals like financial, healthcare and gov-

disaster recovery there may need to be specialized cloud

ernment organizations also have their own strict compliance and
regulatory requirements.

service providers;
c. Business-oriented objectives and metrics — relevant and useful

While internal document retention, archiving and open data

business-focused metrics and measurements are important to

policies and processes have been established, and largely overseen

every sla, especially when they are tied to financial remedies

by the folks in Information management, what are their perspectives, as well as those in the law department, regarding legal
compliance through cloud enablement?
has a representative from each department been invited to be
part of the enablement team?

or contract termination clauses;
d. Completeness of objectives — the sla should include all of
the required descriptive material and service level objectives
needed for proper governance — such as performance (for
example, availability, capacity), security (access control, inci-

4. The Complexity of Cloud Contracts. off-the-shelf “standard

dent monitoring, auditing and compliance), data management

terms” software purchases as well as online purchase terms for

(backup, classification, portability), and personal data protec-

traditional in-house, hosted systems, each being non-negotiated,

tion (retention and disclosure, location, openness); and

are typically reflective of the service provider’s position.
Procurement of cloud-based solutions can be fraught with
challenges.
Cloud contracts come in all models and sizes and range from
click-me website terms of use through to an array of stand-alone

12

e. monitoring tools — the tools and techniques for obtaining
and analyzing sla measurements must be spelled out clearly,
including who does the calculations, who initiates the resolution
process and how the results are validated.
7. Service-level Commitments and Penalties for Non-

and interconnected

compliance. With contracts typically lasting from three to five

a. master services (subscription) agreement,

years, what would the organizational impact be should the service

Municipal interface | Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.

Figure 1.

become unavailable for a day, a week, or a month? What are the

data ownership paves the way for a host of additional considera-

alternatives that will be available, the associated costs, and level

tions around data protection and integrity while also securing and

of compensation?

protecting contractually designated confidential information and

8. Backup and Redundancy. Given that the service provider
may utilize its own, or more likely, a third-party data centre, what

associated intellectual property rights — due to space limitations;
these are topics for another time.

●

assurances are there that the operation will be in compliance with
the representations and warranties in the contract? has the ser-

Lou Milrad is a well-known Toronto-based Lawyer whose law practice

vices provider organized for off-site backup in addition to disaster

focuses on public-private tech alliances. With an emphasis on con-

recovery? Is there a process for a customer to validate, through

necting people and technology, Lou assists clients in providing legal

independent audit verification, that operation conforms with the

and advisory services relating to the creation of smart and intelligent

terms of the contract.

communities. Lou also provides organizations with IT procurement,

9. Hidden Charges. Contract documentation needs to be vetted

licensing, commercialization of innovation, cloud computing, and open

for hidden costs. What might they be and where do they show up?

data advisory services. He is also the creator and editor of Computers

Is there a business case to rationalize them following sign-off and

and Information Technology, a four-volume series of IT contracting

implementation?

precedents and published through the Carswell Division of Thomson

an additional matter for consideration includes addressing auto-

Reuters and now into its 26th release.

matic contract renewal(s) without prior notice. this might occur in
instances where the affected customer has not tracked the notice of

References

“intention not to renew” date and consequently, the date slips by. auto

1. Thinking About Clouds? Privacy, security and compliance considerations for Ontario public

renewal avoids the need to renegotiate the contract, but it needs to be

sector institutions. www.ipc.on.ca/english/resources/Best-Practices-and-Professional-

addressed during negotiations.

Guidelines/Best-Practices-and-Professional-Guidelines-summary/?id=1655
2. “moving your Information Governance to the Cloud” www.cmswire.com/cms/infor-

moreover, what about supplier instigated changes or modifications

mation-management/moving-your-information-governance-to-the-cloud-028692.php

to the actual services? a negotiated compromise position might read

3. milrad, lou. “Computers and Information technology,” o’Brien’s encyclopedia of

that the “supplier may make commercially reasonable modifications to
the service provided that any such proposed changes do not materially
diminish the nature, scope, or quality of the service.”

Forms, division X
4. sheppard, don. “the Ins and outs of Cloud service level agreements.”
IT World Canada, august 28, 2015. www.itworldcanada.com/blog/cloudservice-level-agreements/376688
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❭❭Feature

neW FrameWorK enaBles

InFormed munICIPal

uSE OF ClOuD
B
By James Careless

ased on the money being

“City of toronto Cloud Computing Framework.”

right It choices for their departments and the

earned by companies offering

Currently under review after the completion of

public they serve.”

cloud services, use of the Cloud is

Version 1.0, the 26-page Framework is a con-

growing exponentially. the num-

cise, clear, and much-needed decision tool for

A Quick Walkthrough

bers tell the tale: according to statista.com,

municipal managers facing the decision, “to

Municipal Interface was fortunate to receive

public cloud vendor revenues (global) went

Cloud or not to Cloud?” the document walks

a copy of the Framework Version 1.0 for this

from u.s. $26 billion in 2012 to u.s. $80

the reader through the entire selection process,

story. What follows is a basic rundown of what

billion last year. statista.com predicts pub-

starting with basic definitions and progressing

the Framework has to offer. (It was recently

lic cloud revenues to reach u.s. $106 bil-

through a detailed “Pre-Procurement Cloud

approved by toronto’s CIo and the City Clerk.)

lion in 2016, and hit $493 billion in 2026.

assessment,” how to evaluate various Cloud

the Framework opens with a clear dec-

(source: www.statista.com/statistics/477702/

providers’ levels of security and long-term

laration about its purpose; namely to provide

public-cloud-vendor-revenue-forecast/)

viability, plus setting up a Cloud services con-

“guidance on the evaluation, acquisition,

tract, monitoring its progress, and wrapping it

implementation and management of Cloud

up at the end of the contract term.

Computing services for the City of toronto.”

For municipal It departments, the Cloud’s
exponential growth isn’t their main focus.
What does concern them is the Cloud’s fit

“our goal was to create a rational frame-

to do this, the Framework defines a com-

with the many existing and new applications

work that can be used on a case-by-case basis

mon language of what Cloud Computing is,

these departments have to support for their

to decide what business needs are best suited

plus the Cloud’s benefits and risks (includ-

municipal clients.

to be addressed by a Cloud service, and which

ing transferring control of municipal data

a case in point: “In the City of toronto,

are not,” said mcKendry, the Framework’s

to third-party external providers – and in

we, and our clients, have to decide which of

key author and developer. “the Framework

what instances this cannot be done to keep

their applications should be provisioned in the

is designed to take the guesswork out of the

within government privacy rules). Its scope is

Cloud, and which should be done in-house,”

process; to provide a consistent, fact-based,

sweeping: “the framework applies to all City

said stewart mcKendry, the City’s manager

and methodical approach that can be used

of toronto projects that involve the acquisi-

of It Portfolio and Investment management.

every time someone asks, ‘should we put this

tion or implementation of information tech-

“In some instances we have no choice but

application into the Cloud or not?’”

nology (It) solutions to meet the business

to use the Cloud, because the applications

“this Framework addresses four key ques-

needs,” says the Framework document. this

are no longer available to be deployed on our

tions associated with Cloud Computing,” he con-

includes replacement of or major upgrades

infrastructure. It is only available as software-

tinued. “these are ‘What is Cloud Computing?’,

to an existing It solution used by the City

as-a-service online.”

‘Is my need suitable for the Cloud?’, ‘how do

of toronto; procuring a new It solution to

In a bold response to Cloud confusion,

I get ready to go to the Cloud?’, and ‘how can

address “new business needs”; and renewing

mcKendry and his cohorts in various City

the City enable the Cloud?’ By answering these

and replacing Cloud services “currently in

departments have painstakingly crafted the

questions, we hope to help the City make the

use by the City”.
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specific needs, and what happens if the
Cloud provider fails to meet these needs);
• Privacy & Security (how sensitive is the
client information being stored on Cloud;
what controls are in place to protect it, and
do ‘data sovereignty’ rules exclude companies using foreign servers from providing
Cloud services to the City?).
also covered are legal terms & Conditions
associated with using Cloud services, Funding
models, People (human resources) to manage
the systems, and technology. (space limits
prevent us from going into further detail in
this article.)
the Framework continues with a detailed
Pre-Procurement Cloud assessment, providing managers with a project-style checklist for
working through this assessment in a thorough
and methodical manner. similar lists cover
the processes associated with Cloud service
selection & Planning, on-Going Cloud
services review, and Cloud services Contract
end of term review. the document concludes
by reiterating that “this framework will be
used to ensure that projects properly evaluate It solution options to leverage third party
Cloud services where there is a justifiable
after touching upon the four questions

less-cited advantage of Cloud services is that

business case over leveraging City resources

outlined above by stewart mcKendry, the

vendors carry the cost of the hardware, power,

and infrastructure. For projects where Cloud

Framework then digs into various aspects of

hVaC, and technicians (“vendor resources”)

services demonstrate the best fit for purpose,

each. the document offers detailed and use-

to provide these services, with clients such as

this framework will guide projects through the

ful answers to each question; combined with

the City of toronto only paying for the share

proper due diligence to implement a cloud

a number of paradigm-shifting insights. For

they use, as opposed to paying for it all when

solution, providing supplementary tools to

instance, “Cloud Computing shifts the mind-

they provision such systems in-house. on

support key decisions.”

set from ‘building and owning’ It resources to

the downside, a Cloud provider’s staff could

all told, the City of toronto Cloud

‘renting’ those resources as a service offered

access the client’s sensitive data without

Computing Framework is an impressive

by a third-party service provider,” observes

permission and for criminal reason, without

response to the issue of safe Cloud usage by

the Framework. as well, “What distinguishes

the client (in this case, the City) being any

municipal governments. asked if the City

Cloud from other traditional delivery models

the wiser.

would make it available to other municipal

is the management of the software and data

From here, the Framework looks at the key

It departments across Canada, stewart

is highly automated. this allows for the City

considerations of planning a cloud service.

mcKendry replied that “we are open to

end users to easily access the technology, add

they include aspects such as:

engaging with other municipalities who have

or remove capacity as required, and configure

• the Business Case (what is the total cost

an interest in sharing and collaborating in the

the solution to meet their needs with limited

of ownership, how would the cost compare

involvement from the service provider.”

over 10 years versus doing it in-house, and

the Framework also goes beyond buzz-

do the benefits outweigh the risks?);

Cloud Framework.”
With any luck, this will happen sometime
soon. the Framework truly is a municipal It

words, frankly stating the business/It bene-

• Service Level Requirements (how is ser-

professional’s dream come true; at least with

fits and risks of using the Cloud, including

vice quality defined, how flexible is the

respect to making the Cloud work for govern-

some that are not obvious. For example, one

Cloud service provider in meeting the City’s

ment – rather than against it.
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❭❭Feature

ITSM

In the

ClOuD
I
By Kristin MacLaren, City of Windsor

F the toP tech Fortune 500 companies across the globe are

opting for a cloud-based Itsm solution, there is a reason for it!

In 2014, the City of Windsor embarked on a project to pro-

cure, configure, and implement a software-as-a-service (saas)

information technology service management (Itsm) solution. on
august 5, 2015, we went live with our new system. the question that
we frequently encountered during the project was, “Why on earth

wouldn’t we procure an on-premise solution or build our own solution?”
after all, who knows our services better than us?
In the past, the various business units within It were each tracking
issues, changes and requests in various ways. Coordination of this
work was challenging and the tracking of results was inconsistent.
From a service tracking perspective, these units were essentially
operating independently from one another and we recognised a need
to improve communication and have a single consistent way to deal
with the variety of items It deals with daily.
some of the challenges included:
• Lack of centralized information for some areas;
• Inconsistent datasets and performance reporting;
• Frequent efforts to populate and store different datasets resulting
in duplication;
• No easy feedback mechanism for our customers;
• Gaps in departmental change management documentation; and
• No holistic IT service tracking
We knew that other It departments have experienced comparable
challenges and we recognized the need to move towards a more collaborative It platform and enable a greater focus on communication
and customer service, while facilitating strategic management decisions
by the simple collection of relevant data.
16
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We wanted a solution that would be easy to adopt and to have
immediate access to an out-of-the-box functioning system.

our main goal was to move away from multiple systems to a single

support needs of our Itsm system, our department is better able to

application, while also enhancing our services. We knew quite early in

focus efforts on critical core functions and adapting our processes to

the project that we wanted a solution that wouldn’t further burden our

match the best practice approach built into the application.

limited resources, but would work to augment our services. Below is
a list of the reasons that we chose to make saas a must-have require-

Automatic Upgrades

ment in our request for Proposals.

the City of Windsor wanted to ensure that our upgrades required

Simple Implementation

part of our subscription fee. this meant that no additional costs for

the City of Windsor chose to keep our initial implementation as out

upgrades were incurred. We are always provided access to the latest

of the box as possible. this allowed us to rely, in part, on the work

features and functionality of the solution faster than in-house and on-

minimal internal effort. our saas offering included all upgrades as

of the Information technology Infrastructure library (ItIl), which

premise solutions where upgrade cycles can take a number of months.

is an industry standard as a set of best practices for It services. We

all patches and upgrades are provided to us during overnight hours

found that all saas-based offerings included ItIl-based processes

with no need for user involvement and without any disruption to our

as part of the software. as we didn’t want to reinvent the wheel, and

services. We have some control over the upgrade scheduling, as we are

ItIl was not our expertise, we decided to let the professionals build

not forced into upgrading to the latest version. We are currently one

out the processes for us. their first line of business is Itsm and they

Itsm version behind and are comfortable without jumping too quickly

would use ItIl and a proven implementation methodology, however, we

into the newest version. We would rather be working in an older, more

were not looking to adopt ItIl fully and completely. We opted for ItIl

proven version that has fewer bugs.

methodology in certain areas, implementing it only where it made
sense, and made configuration changes to fill in the gaps.

Ability to Scale Up or Down

saas-based solutions offer a quick setup. the instance of our soft-

the City of Windsor project started with an internal gap analysis that

ware was created and supplied to us for immediate use. We wanted a

compared actual processes with potential or desired processes. It was

solution that would be easy to adopt and to have immediate access to an

decided that our initial implementation focus would begin with three

out-of-the-box functioning system. this allowed us to focus our efforts

processes: Incidents, Changes and requests. Keeping the scope limited

on a successful implementation of tasks, such as minor configuration

to the implementation of three processes initially allowed for a higher

changes; user acceptance testing; user training; and organizational

probability of a successful implementation. however, saas solutions

change management. the ability to focus efforts on this area rather

offered a full suite of ItIl processes that are included in the base

than on the technical implementation side resulted in a high adoption

software usually as an all-in price. this means that in the future, when

rate for most areas within It.

we are ready to expand the usage of the software into other processes,
no additional work on programming or upgrades will be required to

Minimize Support Needs

make use of the new process functionality.

the City of Windsor felt that our limited resources should not be
drained by the housekeeping matters of an Itsm system. We were

Initial Setup Costs are Minimal

looking for a system that would include items such as infrastructure

on-premise systems require significant initial work and in some

and server maintenance as well as backup and recovery support. saas

cases procurement of additional hardware with complete set-up and

solutions only require a web browser and an Internet connection;

configuration. this might involve installation of the hardware, soft-

there was no server hardware to support and no client to install. saas

ware, configuration of the database, and ensuring the software client

solutions typically include support and maintenance requiring no

works on each user’s computer. While there is nothing to be installed

updates, patches, or upgrades to install. With the minimal technical

with a true saas system, many vendors’ subscription fees include all
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there are many ways in which a saas-based Itsm application is smoother up front and on an ongoing
basis, but in both regards, your It department should still be prepared to roll up their sleeves for
some intense research as well as the challenge of change management with your staff.

infrastructure hardware and maintenance, which provides a potentially

as well as the challenge of change management with your staff. and

less expensive initial startup cost.

as with any major transition, even after the job of implementation is
complete, there remains a good deal of ongoing work to monitor and

Remote Implementation

improve the services that full under the Itsm umbrella.

the City of Windsor’s saas solution is easy to access through the web,

that being said, having a saas-based solution has certainly helped

which meant that our implementation team, made up of representatives

us provide a better way to offload Itsm management and focus on the

from all areas within our It department, as well as the consultants

ability of our department to manage critical and core It applications.

who provided us with implementation support were all able to login

our implementation of a saas-based Itsm application was just the

from remote locations.

start for us, as we began from a relatively immature Itsm and ItIl
space. significant upfront market and internal research led us to

SaaS was the Right Fit

determine that saas was the right fit for our Itsm application!

●

Were there challenges? and is there significant effort required for a
transition like this? absolutely. as noted above, there are many ways

Kristin MacLaren is an Information Technology Business Analyst for the

in which a saas-based Itsm application is smoother up front and

Corporation of the City of Windsor, Ontario Canada. Her background

on an ongoing basis, but in both regards, your It department should

includes managing projects and new initiatives and delivering analyst

still be prepared to roll up their sleeves for some intense research

support for various municipal customer service support software.
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❭❭Feature

TRY THESE
Four Wallets

to ImProVe ICt BudGet
PlannInG and deFense
By Greg Duffy, MBA
20
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o

rGanIZatIons dIVIde I.t.

though they may have significant impact in

leading to shifting paradigms. as your world

projects into accounts, envelopes,

business operations. these dollars keep the

goes digital and mobile how can you not shift

Budgets or Programs as they prefer.

I.C.t. infrastructure current while benefiting

your paradigms?

here, we suggest four compelling

from innovations in the I.C.t. marketplace and

business drivers, strategies which distinguish

keeping current with known industry practices.

value. this facilitates better understanding and

this program continues employee and process

acceptance by reviewers, funders, boards and

productivity by maintaining vendor support of

councils when sticker shock collides with their

critical applications and devices. these pro-

general lack of understanding of what informa-

grams avoid slippage and avoid getting so far

tion and communication technology (I.C.t.) is

behind that the catch-up is even more expen-

Shift the Paradigms and
Grow: Invest to Go Forward,
to Innovate Energetically and
to Serve Advancing Cultural and
Environmental Business Needs

there for. all other views and budget buckets are

sive, possibly even punitive. low to medium

these programs engage the near and mid-term

often there to satisfy the accounting, program

impact process changes may occur.

future while preparing for the fundamental

Value proposition = progress matters.

dollars aren’t discretionary. limited tim-

shifting of certain new or unworkable business

ing flexibility may be acceptable within risk

processes. some are driven by regulators, some

Maintain and Survive:
Invest to Secure I.C.T. and
Business Process Continuance

tolerances. spending should be tightly defined

by the marketplace and some by redefined cor-

and rigourously managed. dollars spent are to

porate strategies. these dollars buy leaps of

catch up, not move ahead, by mitigating limited

innovation and new definitions of knowledge,

Carry on! stay Calm! lights on! there is always

risk and not to be spent on growth or paradigm

productivity or performance metrics. they

a 24/7 need to maintain the base I.C.t. applica-

shifts. resilient only goes so far.

buy improvements and approaches to manage-

tracking and org charts driven stakeholders.

tions of communications, hardware, software,
and associated manpower to serve business

Value proposition = move steady on
the course.

processes and to manage performance risks.

ment that were never possible before. these
dollars fund programs yielding new controls,
new decision inputs, new accountabilities and
new flexibility of resources. these dollars drive

applications. Program dollars buy reliability

Rejuvenate and Renew:
Invest to Secure Flexibility and
Adaptability as Demands Grow

and continuity of known services. avoiding

retire, renew, rejuvenate, recharge, replace or

on the traditional methods whose fixed costs and

downtime and emergency restorals avoids

revamp the existing I.C.t. assets. all these “r”

inflexible behaviours needed shifting.

extraordinary costs. Change management

words for hardware, software, communications

dollars may seem discretionary. not really,

and process improvements are not involved.

and applications approaching or just past their

not always and not for long. there soon may

the impact is the absence of issues and/or

useful end-of-life. triggers may be the end

be no real choice. net savings may not arrive

downtime. this status quo isn’t efficient or

of vendor support, growing repair and failure

until the second generation of such projects,

inexpensive. It should be narrowly defined,

rates, or the opportunity costs of being unable

when later phase marginal benefits far outweigh

robust and resilient.

to add new applications or interfaces. some

marginal costs.

this program ensures the “as is” or “status
quo” state, the daily performance of existing

enhanced employee preparedness, capacity or
knowledge. dollars buy a lessening of reliance

dollars are not discretionary. timing flex-

may involve limited processing power, band-

ibility is inversely related to risk increases.

width, version mismatches or operating system

Championing these four wallets can enable

Program spend is tightly defined and rigor-

incompatibility. these dollars buy flexibility,

you to better explain, justify and defend I.C.t.

ously managed as it maintains yesterday’s

desired inter-operability and the avoidance

actions in support of process change and adapt-

technologies.

of some costs. subtle productivity increases

ing your I.C.t. supply capabilities to the ever

through added process changes become pos-

increasing business demand along with your

sible. the key goal is positioning for the next

portfolio, program and project prioritization.

one-to-two years by rejuvenating what served

try it!

Value proposition = meet the core
expectations.

Value proposition = move along the curve.

●

Keep Current and Adapt:
Invest to Stay Current Even as I.C.T.,
Your Industry and Society Evolve

last year. time horizons are short. updates to
dollars are deemed discretionary in the

Catalyst at The Woodfield Management Group,

the status quo is not an option! there is a need

short term. some sequencing and scheduling

Oakville, Ontario. He offers insightful experi-

to roll out application releases and patches of

may occur. true net savings can only come

ence and advice at the intersection of Strategy,

vendor-initiated additions or fixes that modify

through expense avoidance when the program is

Process, Technology and Service. He can be

or add to modules and components. typically

tightly defined and rigorously managed. dollars

reached at gregduffy@woodfieldgroup.ca or

these are small incremental changes even

might be better spent on innovative programs

through www.gregduffy.ca

the updates are coming fast.

Greg Duffy, MBA, is President and Principal
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#ITHapp
#ITHAPPENS in Different Ways

at 1522 metres (5000 feet) above sea level,

People just can’t get enough.

the stunning views, gorgeous facilities and

Based on feedback from last year’s conference

wealth of available activities provided some-

asking for more, this year’s event included an

thing for everyone.

additional leadership workshop on the day

Scrambled eggs.

before the conference opened. Facilitated by

Conference chair adam scharmann of sturgeon

hugh Culver, “a recovering over-achiever,”

County assured the audience during his open-

the seminar on “leadership in the age of

ing speech that he had personally tested the

distraction” provided insights on being more

scrambled eggs so that the delegate who com-

effective at work, at home, and in relationships.

plained about the quality of them last year would

Culver reminded delegates that “the stories we

know that their concerns were taken seriously.

photo: kelly kaban, city of yorkton

upper lake, Kananaskis Country by minniemouseaunt (cc-by-2.0)

tell ourselves, our programming and perspectives, tell us what we see and what others see.
We can recreate and change the view!”

#ITHAPPENS to Ryan Nelson,
City of Moose Jaw
Conference number: 6

Favourite session: “the keynotes this year

A New View.

Observation: “I always leave the mIsa con-

were fantastic! easily the best of any confer-

after several years of making its home at the

ference more energized and more optimistic.

ence I’ve been to!”

Banff Centre, the conference relocated to new

you realize that your problems aren’t unique,

unexpected learning: “other municipal-

digs: the beautiful delta lodge at Kananaskis.

everyone is in the same boat, and learn that other

ities have dysfunctional councils too—made

Just an hour from Calgary but a world away

municipalities have faced them, so you can too.”

me feel better about ours!”

22
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Planning for the 2016 mIsa Prairies
Conference started the day after the
completion of the 2015 Conference.

“

ens

“

Know your place.
In It, like in sports, you need to know your
role. Find your purpose on the team, and don’t
try to do other people’s jobs for them. trust
your teammates in their roles.
It’s okay to fake it.
as long as “it” is a positive attitude! angry
people are living in the past; anxious people
are living in the future. Positive people are
in the present, learning from the past and
being mindful of the future. If positivity
doesn’t come easily, that’s okay. Faking a positive attitude, even if it means forcing a smile,
is almost as beneficial as actually having one.

#ITHAPPENS to Olympic Gold
Medalist Joan McCusker

#ITHAPPENS to Bryan Parr,
Digital Boundary Group

organization but as a community. It’s a

How is curling like IT?
It’s a small team sport that necessitates work-

Conference number: 1

know each other. the relationships are

ing together closely with your peers. and, it’s

Observation: “I’ve learned a lot at the

genuine, whether you’re doing business

impossible to hide your mistakes!

conference about mIsa not just as an

directly or not.”

tight-knit group and people seem to really
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“

and humour is an important part of a great culthe conference hashtag #IthaPPens
was originally conceived of by Corey and
adam as a slightly longer, but similarsounding, expression. Cooler (and less
profane) heads prevailed and the conference hashtag and theme were born.

ture. laughter at work clears thoughts, breaks
tension, elevates spirits and reduces stress.
It’s okay to fake it, part 2.
even fake laughter has the mental, emotional
and physiological benefits of real laughter!

“

unexpected learning: “I had a drink at the
pub last night with Joan mcCusker and learned
that olympians are just like regular people!”

#ITHAPPENS at the
Municipal Showcase
right, it’s important to do the right

#ITHAPPENS to Mike Kerr,
very funny motivational speaker

things.”

Humour is not trivial.

doug toepfer, City of red deer, in his award-

a sense of humour is positively correlated with

winning municipal showcase presentation,

trust: 89 per cent of executives would rather

“Project Portfolio Prioritization,” outlined the

hire someone with a sense of humour!

City’s new tool for determining the priority

Humour contributes to

of It projects. In addition to taking home

great workplace cultures.

#ITHAPPENS to Adam Scharmann,
Sturgeon County, Conference Chair

the coveted trophy, mIsa Prairies and mIsa

Great culture doesn’t just happen in the work-

Conference number: 7

BC will sponsor doug to attend the mIsa

place; you have to be intentional about creating

Observation: “I always enjoy the keynotes,

BC conference in september and give his

it. studies have shown that employee retention

presentations from my peers, and the social

presentation there.

skyrockets when great culture is intentional,

networking!”

“It’s not only important to do things

24
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“

leonardo diCaprio stayed at the delta
lodge Kananaskis while filming “the
revenent.” mIsa Prairies President
steve Jeffery was assigned his room.

unexpected learning: “as the Conference

ideas and made lots of networking contacts.

Chair, I was surprised by the strong desire to

I’d highly recommend it—everyone is so

present content at the Conference. We had

friendly and approachable, and willing to

so many requests this year that we had to

share their knowledge.”

turn down a few last minute ones, which is

Favourite session: “mike Kerr’s session

not something we’ve had to do in years past!”

on ‘Putting Creativity to Work for a more

“

Favourite session: “my favorite session

Innovative Workplace’ had lots of good ideas.

#ITHAPPENS to Leah Mountain,
City of St. Albert

I bought his book!”

Innovation shown by our members never
ceases to amaze me and I always enjoy the

Conference number: 1

at nakiska on tuesday: initiate your turn with

healthy competition between municipalities

Observation: “I didn’t expect it to be as

your outward foot, lean over and stick your

for the yearly award.”

entertaining as it was! I got a lot of great

butt out!”

is always the municipal showcase! the

unexpected learning: “From the ski pros
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❭❭Column
munICIPal neWs aCross Canada
Three Canadian Municipalities Recognized
Among Top 7 Intelligent Communities
the Intelligent Community Forum announced the top 7 Intelligent
Communities of 2016 in February 2016. the fourteenth annual top 7
list includes cities from four nations. three communities are located in
Canada, two in taiwan, one in Germany, and one in new Zealand. In
alphabetical order, they are:
hsinchu County, taiwan

surrey, British Columbia, Canada

montreal, Quebec, Canada

Whanganui, new Zealand

muelheim an der ruhr, Germany

Winnipeg, manitoba, Canada

new taipei City, taiwan
Montreal, Quebec: the largest French-speaking city in north america, the montreal metro area is home to more than a tenth of Canada’s
population. the region was hit by the decline of heavy industry in the eighties, and launched a large-scale transition of its economy to ICt, aerospace,
life sciences, health technologies and clean tech. together, these clusters
contain more than 6,250 companies employing about 10% of the workforce. the city’s economic future depends on helping those small-scale
innovators to collaborate in building a bigger future, while preserving the
culture and beauty that attract 3.5 million visitors to the area each year.
Surrey, British Columbia: surrey is a city in transition, from a
suburban past to a sustainable urban future. It is Canada’s third fastest-growing city, which welcomes 1,000 new residents each month and
where residential construction is a major industry. It is part of the growing metropolitan area of Vancouver, from which it derives most of its
economic energy today. to gain greater control over its destiny, surrey
has developed a diversification strategy calling for deepening the partnership between its institutions of higher learning and local business.
development is focused on an Innovation Boulevard project, where the
city, universities and business are building clusters in health technology,
clean tech and advanced manufacturing.

Launch of B-CITI Platform –
New Card Technology Transforms
Interaction Between Brossard
and Its Residents
Inspired by an idea suggested by the City of Brossard, the intelligent, transactional B-CItI card was officially launched today
for the benefit of all Brossard residents. unique in Quebec, this
new technology, developed with the collaboration of a group
of researchers at the École de technologie supérieure (Éts)
and metIX, a company specializing in digital applications,
will transform the way residents interact with the municipal
administration.
designed to optimize the delivery of services to residents, the
B-CItI platform and mobile application have enabled services
that previously required going to City hall in person to be made
available through a single application. From now on, using a
smartphone, tablet or laptop, residents will be able to update
their personal information, fill out surveys, report a problem
with the help of photo attachments, follow up on a request and
renew a recreation or library account for themselves or their
whole family. What’s more, it is possible to link children to their
parents’ accounts, so there is no need to keep multiple cards in
your wallet for various family members.
thanks to B-CItI, it is no longer necessary to go to City hall
in person at inconvenient times or to wait in line to sign children
up for day camp. By making various administrative procedures
available via the B-CItI platform, the municipal administration
will be able to use its resources more efficiently while saving
time for residents.
B-CItI: today and tomorrow

Winnipeg, Manitoba: located midway between the two coasts of

other municipal services will gradually be incorporated

Canada, Winnipeg is the capital of a province rich in agricultural and

into the application over time. there are countless possibilities

natural resources. the city has pursued economic growth by connecting

for development, based on residents’ needs. Brossard is also

industry and education more systematically, and leveraging its indigen-

innovating with regards to B-CItI’s development agreement by

ous geographical and cultural assets. a public-private r&d organization

contributing to the funding of a brand-new start-up. Future use

develops technologies and supply chains for high-performance composites

of B-CItI by other cities or companies will generate revenue for

based on agricultural materials, while there has been a programmatic at-

Brossard in the form of licensing fees. the project is just one

tempt to equip its large aboriginal population with digital tools.

of many actions being undertaken by Brossard in its efforts to

to

learn

more

about

www.intelligentcommunity.org
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City

awards,

visit

become a smart city.
Visit the B-CItI platform at brossard.ca.
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Township of Langley Launches New
Website for Regional Airport
the standalone website at ynj.tol.ca was created by the township of
langley to enhance public awareness of the important role the airport
plays in the community and the many services it provides.
through the new website, visitors can book a flight, access the
on-site business directory, and learn about opportunities for growth,
development, and hangar and office space leasing from any device. Pilots
can view information on the airport’s capability and operations, fuel
services, usa/Canada customs, flight planning, and weather reports.
Information is also offered on training opportunities, aviation clubs,
and other attractions in the surrounding area.
Created by the township’s It staff, the ynj.tol.ca site is the first piece of
a new e-government platform being unveiled by the municipality that will
include the launch of a brand new tol.ca website by the end of the year.
“technology is constantly evolving and it is changing the way we do
business,” said steve scheepmaker, the township’s senior manager of

investing in today for tomorrow

SCADA Security
Infrastructure Assessment
& Deployment
IT Strategic/Tactical
Planning & Implementation

POWE

INDUS
SOLAR

NE

WIND

WATER
ENERGY
WIND
SOLAR

SOLAR

MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS

WATER
INFORMATION

SECUR

SCAD
UTILIT

Enterprise Data Management
excellence. period.

Information technology. “We want to be a leader when it comes to using
technology and enhancing digital interactions between the municipality,
our residents, businesses, and visitors.”
the transactional capabilities of the township’s website are being
improved to make interactions more efficient and information simpler to
get to. Whether signing up for swimming lessons, paying for a business

Guelph · Calgary · Detroit · Toronto · London
www.eramosa.com 519 · 763 · 7774

licence, or expressing their opinions, those using the new township website
will only need one username and one password to access everything.

754085_Eramosa.indd 1

For more information, contact steve scheepmaker, senior manager

24/06/15 12:11 AM

of Information technology, at sscheepmaker@tol.ca or 604.533.6075

Region of Durham Launches
Open Data pilot
In accordance with the Government of ontario’s 2015 open data
directive, the regional municipality of durham’s Corporate servicesInformation technology division has launched a new open data pilot
initiative, which will allow the public to freely access select data
online at www.durham.ca.
the initial data sets released to the public as part of the pilot focus
on readily available geographic information system (GIs) data, which
includes single line road network (slrn) data, durham-wide address
points, transit routes, transit stop locations and General transit Feed
specification (GtFs) data.
upon completion of the pilot in december, the usage of all data that
was made available will be gathered and analyzed to evaluate the cost,
benefits and impact of freely sharing other data sets to the public in the
future. recommendations will then be made on the further adoption of
open data at the region of durham.
For more information on the open data pilot initiative, and for access
to the available data sets, visit www.durham.ca/opendata.

●

Ditch the
server room.
Get uniﬁed communications.
With reliable phone service.
All from one platform.
All in the cloud.
think365.com/ditch
1.866.928.4465
ThinkTel, a Microsoft Gold Partner, and Division of Distributel
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❭❭Rapport de RIMQ

le Cloud?

INCoNTouRNABLE, mAIS…
mais non, ce ne sera pas gratuit. avec ou

suffisante pour répondre à leurs besoins,

sans le Cloud, l’exploitation et l’entretien des

sans avoir à grossir leur équipe t.I., ni devoir

serveurs entraînent des coûts récurrents,

défendre des investissements récurrents pour

mais de nature différente. la réflexion ne

la modernisation des équipements.

doit pas se limiter au comparatif financier; le
confidentialité et d’intégrité des données ainsi

Vision de l’organisation
en matière de RH

qu’au plan des relations de travail. Chaque

Évidemment, le choix de migrer vers le Cloud

projet sera considéré au cas par cas, à partir

aura des impacts sur les ressources humai-

d’une grille d’analyse propre à chaque Ville;

nes. dans la façon traditionnelle d’opérer,

en principe, une grille alignée sur les orien-

les directions t.I. paient des ressources pour

tations stratégiques municipales.

l’exploitation et la mise à niveau des serveurs.

Cloud comporte aussi des défis en termes de

Par Thierry Houle-Gingras
Ville de Hampstead

Certaines Villes pourraient voir ces tâches

Impact financier vs besoin d’affaires

comme étant à première vue hors-mission,

Quand les offres de Cloud computing ont com-

en ce sens qu’elles ne contribueraient pas

mencé à émerger, l’un des principaux arguments

directement à leurs objectifs stratégiques de

erCredI, 9 h. la haute

des fournisseurs pour promouvoir leur solution

développement. elles choisissent donc de

direction annonce à ses

portait sur les tarifs. aujourd’hui, ces affirma-

les confier à des fournisseurs externes. Vous

cadres qu’une relocalisation

tions sont plus mitigées. si l’équation économi-

aurez compris que les enjeux en matière de

m

des bureaux sera effectuée

que du Cloud semble être avantageuse à prime

relations de travail augmenteront au fur et à

dans un an. le représentant de la firme

abord, il ne faut pas perdre de vue certains coûts

mesure que la migration vers le Cloud pren-

d’architectes vous montre les plans. Chacun

méconnus en raison de besoins qui n’auraient

dra de l’importance. est-ce toujours possible

évalue ses espaces de travail et surprise!

pas été identifiés au préalable, tels que : la

de réaffecter ces ressources humaines à des

Votre salle des serveurs informatiques et son

formation des utilisateurs, le paramétrage des

activités à valeur ajoutée? Pas nécessairement.

budget d’entretien ont disparu. « Votre présen-

logiciels, l’installation de nouveaux modules

C’est là qu’entre en jeu la contribution des

tation sur le Cloud nous a convaincus. Faisons

un projet cloud correctement monté et

t.I. aux orientations stratégiques de la Ville.

une migration complète, ce qui nous permettra

adapté aux besoins permet d’éviter des « coûts

Quelles sont les objectifs et les délais pour les

d’éliminer tous ces coûts », vous dit-on. oups,

cachés » qui sont censés être visibles dès le

atteindre? les t.I. occupent maintenant une

votre message est passé. Correctement?...

début. Celui-ci tiendra également compte de

place prépondérante dans la transformation de

C’est une autre histoire!

la clé de facturation (facturation à l’usage des

la prestation et services, sont la meme chose.

dans le monde municipal, la migration

ressources, à titre d’exemple). le temps investi

duplication de mots. avons-nous toujours les

vers le Cloud est une tendance émergente,

permettra à la Ville de décider si l’option

moyens de consacrer des ressources humaines

mais généralement mal comprise de la plu-

Cloud est efficiente pour elle ou non, bref, si

et financières pour maintenir et exploiter des

part des non-initiés du secteur des t.I. oui,

« cela en vaut la peine ». les organisations

infrastructures t.I., alors que des fournisseurs

cette migration peut se faire dans un délai

de petite taille peuvent y trouver leur compte,

externes peuvent en assumer la complexité?

relativement court; oui, elle est avantageuse,

cette solution apportant une masse critique

tout dépend de votre capacité de le faire à
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un coût moindre que ces fournisseurs, en

possibilité de limiter les transferts de données

incontournable, plus vous devrez justifier pour-

tenant compte que tout système est appelé à

uniquement vers des pays assurant un niveau

quoi vous n’y adhérez pas. la clé est de garder

être obsolète à moyen et à long terme. tout

de protection suffisant. de plus, il vous aura

bien haut « l’hélicoptère » en ramenant le débat

dépend également du climat de travail qui

fourni les paramètres relatifs à l’accès et à la

au niveau stratégique; ce que la Ville cherche à

prévaut dans vos organisations.

propriété des données. mais tout cela, vous

accomplir et comment le fait de migrer ou non

le savez déjà. Votre principal défi consiste à

vers le Cloud contribue à sa préoccupation de

rassurer la haute direction.

livrer des services à moindre coût.

Il n’y a pas de réponse simple à la
question : « devons-nous migrer vers le
Cloud ? ». lorsque vous en évaluerez les ris-

oui, l’hébergement dans le Cloud com-

la décision de migrer vers le Cloud n’est

ques et les bénéfices, gardez à l’esprit que les

porte des risques si le fournisseur n’est pas

plus seulement un enjeu technologique; il

migrations Cloud ne sont pas des solutions «

en mesure de vous fournir les garanties qui

devient, au fil des ans, un défi de compré-

tout ou rien ». dans la plupart des cas, les

s’imposent. mais il faut savoir que ce risque

hension et d’analyse des enjeux municipaux.

organisations auront intérêt à migrer certains

est généralement inversement proportionnel

le but de cet article n’est pas de prendre

services et à en conserver d’autres à l’interne.

à taille du nuage, puisque les nuages les plus

position pour une solution en particulier, mais

importants auront en place des mesures de

d’amorcer une réflexion sur les préjugés et l’in-

Confidentialité vs acceptabilité

redondance pour contrer de telles situations.

compréhension des gestionnaires et des élus

la migration vers le Cloud est assortie à un

les grandes firmes : microsoft, amazon,

municipaux sur la question. en ce sens, les

autre enjeu, - probablement celui qui sus-

Google, pour n’en nommer que quelques-unes,

fonctions « éducation » et « communication »

cite le plus de craintes - soit, la protection

se sont penchées sur la question.

feront en sorte de susciter une réflexion :

des données confidentielles. Bien sûr, votre

l’acceptabilité d’un projet Cloud passe

fournisseur s’engagera à respecter les prin-

par une volonté d’exposer les risques et les

« le Cloud, un incontournable, mais.. ». ●

cipes essentiels en matière de protection des

opportunités en toute transparence. Certains

Thierry Houle-Gingras est le Chef de section,

données et vous communiquera la politique

gestionnaires t.I. devront s’armer de patience

Systèmes informatiques à la ville de Hampstead,

qui les encadre. Il vous identifiera les pays où

et réexpliquer les coûts-bénéfices à long terme,

le president du conseil d’administration de

ses serveurs sont hébergés, ainsi que ses sous-

en les arrimant avec les objectifs de la Ville.

RIMQ et un adminstrateur de le conseil d’ad-

contractants éventuels. Il aura également la

dans tous les cas, plus la tendance deviendra

minstration de MISA/ASIM Canada.
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❭❭Governance Matters

munICIPalItIes, uBer and
the sharInG eConomy
gives the retailer significant power in deter-

one way to view the uber model is that

mining which brands and products to present

it simply replaces one form of intermediary

for consideration. the customer, in turn, relies

(physical dispatch service/call centre) with

on the retailer to provide a level of quality

another (web site). however, since uber is

control in its selections.

still relatively new, it is worth exploring how
the service operates, including the differences

By Roy Wiseman
Executive Director, MISA/ASIM Canada

t

Disintermediation and
Re-intermediation

between uber and traditional taxis.

While the Internet may seem to have elimin-

ways: calling the taxi or, more likely, a taxi

ated many mediators (such as travel agents),

dispatch service or hailing a cab on a street or at

it may have simply replaced one form of inter-

a designated location (such as an airport, transit

mediary with another. Instead of going to a

terminal, or hotel) where taxis may congregate.

physical travel agent, we now rely on a range

In suburban communities, most taxi trips

of web sites (such as expedia, travelocity,

result from a call to a dispatch service. In

hotels.com, hotwire, trivago) that provide a

large urban centres, hailing constitutes a

similar service in an online world. such sites

greater proportion of total rides.

taxi rides may be requested in one of two

act as aggregators, pulling and sorting infor-

While uber is primarily a replacement for

hose oF us of a certain age

mation from individual providers and again

dispatched taxis, the convenience of request

remember when planning a trip

providing one stop service access.

by smartphone means that it can also serve

meant going to a travel agency to

similar aggregators have appeared in other

make arrangements for flights,

industry segments: amazon or eBay in retail,

hotels, car rentals and other requirements.

Kindle or Kobo for book publishing, apple

travel agents were considered trusted advis-

music or spotify for music, and numerous

process is relatively straightforward:

ors who understood the process, could access

other examples in different market segments.

• Download the uber app and create

the needed information, and could get the

in many situations where street hailing might
otherwise have been used.
From a customer perspective, the uber

an account;

best price. rather than making numerous

Uber

calls, the travel agent provided a one-stop

of more relevance to municipalities, uber

service and a level of assurance – whether

provides a current example of this new form

• The ride request is sent by uber to the

real or assumed.

of mediation. For years, taxi dispatch services

nearest available driver – who has a

• open the app to request a ride, identifying
the pick-up location and destination;

travel agents are an example of a mediated

acted as intermediaries between the customer

defined time (perhaps 15 seconds) to

service between the customer and the actual

and taxi owners-operators-drivers. While the

accept the request before it is sent to the

providers of the service (airlines, hotel, car

structure of the taxi industry varies in differ-

rental agency, etc.).

ent municipalities, dispatch services rarely

• once accepted, the customer receives the

next driver;

In the pre-Internet era, the mediated model

own or operate the taxis that they dispatch.

driver’s name, location, rating (see below)

was prevalent. one can argue that the entire

Instead, individual owners (of one or several

and estimated time of arrival and can track

retail industry (department, grocery, cloth-

taxis) contract with the dispatch service (usu-

the location of the vehicle in real time to

ing, book, music stores, and others) provides

ally for a monthly fee) to be assigned rides.

see when it will arrive.

a mediated service: a one-stop location to

taxi owners/licence holders may, in turn,

the uber app includes a trip estimator that

review, compare and purchase products from a

hire one or more drivers to actually drive

provides a price range for the trip based on the

range of manufacturers/suppliers. this model

their vehicles.

starting location and destination. trip fares

30
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at the end of each ride, the customer is
prompted to rate the experience/driver. as
a result, each driver (and their vehicle) is
being continuously evaluated. the driver
is also asked to rate the customer, meaning that problem customers can likewise
be identified.
each uber driver is prequalified through
both interviews and police background checks.
uber also has minimum requirements for the
vehicles (four-door sedan, vehicle age and
condition, and other factors) uber will argue
that their process provides similar assurance
to municipal licensing for taxi operators. In
addition, the driver rating service provides an
additional level of transparency not available
with traditional taxis.

Uber and Municipalities
this uber model challenges many assumptions of traditional municipal taxi licensing
frameworks, which have evolved over the years,
presumably with the following objectives:
• Protecting the safety of taxi patrons, by
ensuring that drivers are appropriately
screened, licenced and have appropriate
insurance and that their vehicles meet
safety and other standards.
• Protecting the customer experience of
taxi patrons by ensuring that drivers and
istockphoto.com

vehicles meet established requirements for
knowledge of the city and cleanliness and
comfort of vehicle. Protecting the customer
experience can enhance the city’s reputation, since many visitors to the city rely on
taxi service.
• Preventing price gouging by establishing
a standard price structure. taxi patrons
may be considered particularly vulnerable
to gouging by unscrupulous drivers who

are established by uber for each municipality,

booking fee. In the Gta, there is no cost per

might threaten to drop them off far from

including so-called “surge pricing,” which

kilometre, but a minimum of $5.00 per trip.

their intended destination.

implements higher fees at times of greatest

the customer is billed directly by uber,

• Regulating/managing supply so that

demand, such as rush hours or new year’s

using payment information (credit card or

licenced operators can earn a fair living

eve. Fares consist of a base fare + cost/minute

PayPal) provided when creating the account.

without a surplus of taxis competing for

and/or cost/kilometre plus the uber booking

no payment is exchanged with the driver.

limited dollars.

fee. In the Greater toronto area, the fee for

drivers are paid by uber, generally receiving

In the uber model, known as private trans-

the base uberX service is a) base fee of $2.00

about 80 per cent of the trip fare after the

portation provider or PtP model, these object-

plus b) $0.18 per minute plus c) $1.00 uber

uber booking fee.

ives are addressed in different ways:
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• uber conducts its own screening of driv-

render these licences essentially worthless.

Uber and Municipal I.T.

ers and vehicles, including police back-

In fact, the value of taxi licences is already

While this discussion of uber and the shar-

ground checks, rather than relying on a

falling significantly in many jurisdictions.

ing economy may seem a long way from

public body/process. In addition, the

since municipal licensing can be said to

the day-to-day responsibilities of a muni-

uber rating service provides a dynamic

have created the expectation of eventually

cipal I.t. leader, there are some lessons to

approach to weeding out poor performers,

obtaining a valuable licence after years in the

be learned:

perhaps more effectively than a public com-

industry, some observers argue for the need

• Services such as uber are fundamentally

plaints process.

for compensation as part of any solution with

information-based, relying in part on

the taxi industry.

government-provided open data, such

• uber has an established and published
fare structure, including trip price estima-

In this regard, municipal taxi regulation

as street maps;

tor available to the customer in advance.

may have fallen into what is called “regulatory

• These services indicate, yet again, how

In addition, there is no direct payment to

capture,” where elements of the regulations

mobile access fundamentally changes

the driver.

have served primarily to protect the industry

service delivery, enabling entirely new

• uber can manage its supply of drivers

and its participants - rather than the public,

services, rather than simply transferring

and may have some interest in avoiding

for whom regulation was initially put in place.

over-supply. however, since uber may be

existing services to new devices;
• The growth of web aggregators show that

just one of several PtPs (including lyft,

The Edmonton Model

people will no longer take the time to

hailo and others) operating in a given

although disputes between uber and the taxi

access individual sites to find what they

municipality, the market must ultimately

industry continue in many municipalities in

need. If governments want their informa-

regulate supply.

Canada and elsewhere, the City of edmonton

tion to be seen, it must be available on

much of the public discussion around uber

recently approved a process to allow uber to

non-government sites. as discussed in

relates to the first of these objectives: con-

operate. the agreement includes the follow-

mIsa/asIm Canada’s open data sIG,

cerns about safety and reliability of using

ing elements:

the City of ottawa found that registra-

unlicensed (by a recognized public body)

• uber drivers and vehicles must obtain

tions in its recreation programs increased

drivers and vehicles. an additional concern

provincially approved insurance cover-

when their information was included in

is whether the insurance coverage of uber

age, as well as undergoing vehicle

third party sites describing “what to do

drivers provides appropriate protection.

inspections and criminal records

in ottawa.”

Beyond these base public safety require-

checks. although the new service was

• millennial users (those attracted to uber)

ments, it is reasonable to ask whether muni-

to begin march 1, 2016, implementation

are comfortable using apps to find and

cipal regulation (rather than the market) is

has been delayed by provincial review

access services, including providing advice

required to manage the customer experi-

of insurance requirements and is now

on service quality through online ratings.

ence or service pricing. Why in this indus-

expected to be available by June.

they have little patience with traditional

try and not others? In general, government

• minimum price per trip is set at $3.25.

regulation is recommended where the cus-

otherwise, rates are deregulated for all

tomer has difficulty getting reliable infor-

trips arranged through an app – whether

the new economy will challenge many long

mation on the service or pricing or is in a

by uber or conventional taxi (many of

established municipal services and ways of

vulnerable position in relation to the service

whom are implementing their own apps).

providing these services. regulated services

provider. While conditions may have been

however, taxi rides hailed on the street

are particularly at risk: the building permit

considered to apply to the taxi industry, the

or at taxi stands are still regulated. uber

and inspection process, for example, is ripe

Internet may have somewhat levelled the

drivers cannot accept hailed rides.

for modernization.

playing field.

brokered services such as going through
I.t. to order new devices.

• uber will pay the City $70,000 annually

I.t. leaders should observe, learn and pro-

to cover costs for city oversight, including

vide leadership in guiding their organizations

existing supply management regime is that

ensuring that uber abides by the rules.

through these changes.

drivers may wait years before they qualify for

While some municipalities (Vancouver,

their own taxi licence. In jurisdictions where

montreal) have taken a relatively hard line,

Roy Wiseman is the Executive Director of

licences can be bought and sold, they may

declaring that uber is operating illegally,

MISA/ASIM Canada. In 2011, he retired from

have a value in the hundreds of thousands of

others are watching the edmonton situation

a long career as Director, Information and

dollars and act almost like a pension for driv-

with great interest, feeling that it may provide

Technology Services, at the Region of Peel.

ers. to simply throw open the market would

a pattern for the future.

He was also the Region’s first CIO.

a perhaps unintended consequence of the
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Providing ICT Security Assurance services
to Canadian municipalities since 2003.
Services Include:
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TEMPEST
development group

Teranet Inc.

Premier software for local government
Revenue Systems Management
Bylaws & Ticketing
Community Development
eGovernment MyCityTM

See you at the 2016 MISA conferences!

www.tempestdg.com | 604-597-2846 | info@tempestdg.com
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123 front street, suite 700, toronto, on m5J 2m2
(416) 360-8863 • Fax: (416) 703-5036
www.teranet.ca
761645_Teranet.indd
1
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Teranet is an international leader in electronic land registration and is the
exclusive provider of online property search and registration in Ontario and The
Property Registry in Manitoba. As a trusted provider of master data management
(MDM) solutions and services to government, utilities and commercial
enterprises, Teranet enables customers to improve efficiencies and enable
smart decision making by providing reliable property information and location
intelligence capabilities through a world-class customer experience. For more
information about Teranet, visit www.teranet.ca or www.teranetxchange.ca
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SRA Staffing Solutions
110 sheppard avenue e, suite 615, north york, on m2n 6y8
(416) 296-1772 • Fax: (416) 946-1378
www.srastaffing.com
806351_SRA.indd 1
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SRA Staffing has been in the Information Technology consulting business
for over 13 years. We have helped several Government Agencies and
Fortune 1000 companies in their Oracle Applications including PeopleSoft,
JD Edwards and eBusiness implementations, upgrades and support.
We also specialize in Data Warehouse; Microsoft SharePoint, Web and
Mobile Development projects. We look forward to understanding your
business and guarantee to deliver quality consultants for you.
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Applied GeoLogics Inc.
111 farquhar street, Guelph, on n1h 3n4
(519) 821-3262
ilucas@appliedgeologics.com • www.appliedgeologics.com
AGL specializes in the implementation of GIS and Web enabled Asset and
Work Management Systems for local government. Our team has accumulated
a wealth of experience by delivering effective solutions to Federal, Provincial/
State and Local Governments throughout North America and overseas.
AGL is also Cartegraph’s Premier Business Partner and the sole Canadian
Distributor for Cartegraph Solutions. Cartegraph and AGL have enjoyed a
long and mutually beneficial relationship, spanning more than 15 years.

Municipal interface | Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.

YO U R D ATA
SAFE, SECURE, MANAGED

D ATA C E N T R E S E R V I C E S
Protect your data and applications in an enterprise-class SaskTel Data Centre.
Your servers will be housed in a secure environment and you can choose from
a full spectrum of management, backup, and IT services. By entrusting your
IT infrastructure to our dedicated local experts, you can focus on what really
matters—your customers. With a history of connecting Saskatchewan businesses
that spans more than 100 years, we have the right solution for your business.
• Colocation
• Managed Hosting

sasktel.com/datacentreservices

